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Art & Market call for freelance writers

on Southeast Asian art

Art & Market is seeking freelance writers to write critically and/or creatively in response to

the Southeast Asian art scene and beyond. They welcome traditional art writing such as

previews, reviews, analytical and observational essays, as well as text formats that are more

unconventional for the genre, such as short stories, poems and conversations. 

Art & Market is a multimedia platform presenting specialist content on Southeast Asian art,

with a focus on its community’s artistic, curatorial and business practices. 

Since its launch in October 2018, Art & Market has built a growing archive of news, reviews,

analysis and pro�les. They have also expanded their content to include projects such as

Fresh Take, a writing contest in search of new perspectives, as well as live events such as the

conference ‘PIVOT: The Southeast Asian Art World Beyond Covid-19’, the thought leadership

series RESET, organised in partnership with Singapore Art Week 2021, and LANDING, which
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Similar content

continued the conversations from the annual e-publication CHECK-IN to �nd out how art

practitioners in Southeast Asia are landing on their feet against changes in the Southeast

Asian art scene. 

This is a paid opportunity. Interested writers should �ll in the application form and pitch ideas

are welcome. 

Art & Market freelance writer application

Deadline: Ongoing 
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ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360

culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information,

facilitating dialogue and stimulating re�ection on the arts and culture of the two

regions.
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